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Measurement of neutron total cross sections up to 560 MeV
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We have completed a new set of total cross section measurements of 31 elements and isotopes spanning the
periodic table fromA51 to 238. We employed the same technique as in Finleyet al. @Phys. Rev. C47, 237
~1993!# with refinements intended to allow measurements on separated isotopes and improved systematic error
control. The goal of the new measurement was 1% statistical accuracy in 1% energy bins with systematic
errors less than 1%. This was achieved for all but the thinnest samples. Stringent checks of systematic errors
in this measurement resulted in a reassignment of systematic uncertainties to the neutron total cross sections
reported in Finleyet al. Microscopic optical model calculations were carried out to interpret the results of the
experiment. Two specific types of optical models were employed. The Jeukenne-Lejeune-Mahaux model was
used in the range of 5–160 MeV, and a model based on the empirical effective interaction of Kelly was used
from 135 to 650 MeV. These models are shown to be useful for predicting both neutron total cross sections and
proton reaction cross sections. They are particularly important for light nuclei, for which standard global
phenomenological parametrizations of the optical potential are insufficiently accurate.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.044608 PACS number~s!: 28.20.Cz, 25.40.2h, 24.10.Ht
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I. INTRODUCTION

The neutron total cross section is a basic quantity desc
ing the interactions of neutrons with nuclei. If there is a
interaction at all, including elastic and all nonelastic intera
tions, then it is reflected in the total cross section. Yet
database of total cross sections has significant uncertai
and, in regions, significant gaps. Therefore we undertook
extensive program to measure these cross sections.

These measurements were supported by the Accele
Production of Tritium~APT! project as part of a program t
improve the physics in the modeling code~MCNPX! used in
the design of the APT target and other parts of the facil
The new data, along with those of Ref.@1#, are being used in
the development of a global optical potential from 20
2000 MeV, testing microscopic folding optical models, a
in the development of a simple parametrization of the to
cross sections based on Ramsauer-Glauber models@2–4#.
The goal of the new measurements was 1% statistical a
racy in 1% energy bins with systematic errors less than 1
This was achieved for all but the smallest samples, for wh
the statistical and systematic uncertainties were as larg
3.7% in 1% energy bins as in the case of13C.

The neutron total cross sections of the 31 materials lis
below were measured at the Los Alamos WNR spallat
source. We employed the same techniques as in Ref.@1#,
with refinements intended to allow measurements on se
rated isotopes and other materials only available in sm
quantities.

Samples were the APT spallation target material
medium-mass structural materials Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, a
Ni; the actinides Th and depleted U; materials for glob
optical model development, F, Mg, P, S, K, Y, Mo, In, A
Hg, and natural Pb; light nuclei Li, B, and C; and separa
isotopes of light nuclei6Li, 7Li, 10B, 11B, and 13C. We are
in the process of finalizing results for the medium- a
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heavy-mass separated isotopes54,56Fe ~from 54,56Fe2O3) and
182,184,186W, 183W ~from 183WO3), and these will be pre-
sented in a later paper. The results for the hydrogen isoto
H ~from C8H18 and CH2), D ~from D2O), and the total cross
section difference deuterium-hydrogen~D-H! have been pre-
sented in Ref.@5#, together with Faddeev calculations of th
D total cross section. In this paper we describe the te
niques and systematic errors that apply to the entire se
measurements.

Total neutron cross sections are determined by measu
the transmitted neutron beam through a known amoun
sample material and comparing this with the transmit
beam without sample. IfNo is the number of counts withou
a sample andNi is the number of counts with a samp
interposed between neutron source and detector, then
transmission is given by

T5
Ni

No
5e2nlsT, ~1.1!

wheren denotes the number of atoms per unit volume anl
the sample length. The total neutron cross sectionsT can
then be determined as

sT52
1

nl
ln

Ri2Bi

Ro2Bo
. ~1.2!

Ri andRo denote the sample-in and sample-out counts i
given time bin per beam monitor count, respectively, andBi ,
Bo the background counts per beam monitor count.

Therefore, for a successful total neutron cross sec
measurement the following ingredients are needed: an a
rate measurement of the areal density (nl), knowledge of the
background rates, and an accurate normalization
sample-in and sample-out fluences. Thus we required a w
defined experimental geometry, well-characterized samp
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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FIG. 1. Experimental geometry~plan view!. Elevation view is the same except for the orientation of the tungsten target which is dir
slightly upwards at an 8° angle with respect to the horizontal.
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a method to determine neutron energies, stable detectors
electronics, and a solid understanding of systematic eff
such as electronic dead time.

II. TECHNIQUE

Total cross sections were measured in a good-geom
~i.e., a tightly collimated geometry that minimizes in
scattering! transmission experiment with neutrons up to a
proximately 600 MeV emanating at 30 ° from the LANSC
WNR target 4 white~i.e., continuous energy! neutron source
@6#. The white neutron source was realized by bombardin
water-cooled tungsten target with 800 MeV protons.

The proton beam time structure was as follows: Prot
were bunched to less than 1 ns bunches separated by 1.ms,
commonly referred to as micropulse spacing. Micropul
were delivered for a period of 625ms ~referred to as the
beam gate length!, at a 100-Hz repetition rate~referred to as
the macropulse rate!. Average current to the target was 2mA.
The neutron energy was determined by standard time
flight techniques. For further details on the time-of-flig
technique see@1,7#.

This experiment is distinguished from that in Ref.@1# in a
number of ways. Instead of one detector, two detectors w
employed with different thicknesses in order to increase
count rate at the high end of the neutron spectrum and als
have a check on systematic errors. Our count rate was fur
increased by a factor of 2.5 because of an increased ma
pulse repetition rate~100 Hz instead of 40 Hz!.

The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1. For a m
detailed description of the technique used see@7#. Neutrons
traveled from the tungsten production target through vacu
to the shutter exit window and then through air for the
mainder of the flight path.
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A 10.16-cm-thick piece of polyethylene (CH2) placed in
front of the shutter exit window was used to harden the be
for all but the hydrogen and deuterium cross section m
surements. This greatly reduced the overall count rate in
detectors but had little effect on the rates above 100 M
where high statistical accuracy is the most difficult
achieve. A 1.27-cm-thick piece of lead was used to attenu
the gamma burst. Two sets of sweeping magnets remo
charged particles upstream of the sample. A horseshoe m
net swept charged particles out of the flight path immediat
after the sample. The sample currently in the counting po
tion on the 63.5-cm-diam, eight-position sample wheel w
situated in such a way as to completely shadow the detec
Sample diameters were typically 2.54 cm, but spanne
range from 2.117 to 3.810 cm.

Data were taken in 25 sets referred to as ‘‘wheels’’; the
were distinguished by the samples mounted on the rota
sample changer. In order to assess the stability of the mon
we checked on a run-by-run basis the ratio of sample-
detector to monitor and discarded data taken during the
frequent erratic beam conditions. The overall stability of t
monitor was found to be excellent; more details are shown
@7#.

To quantify the background and in-scattering effects,
transmission through a 122-cm-long, 2.86-cm-diam oil ha
ened tool steel shadow bar for detectors 1 and 2 was c
pared with the dead-time-corrected and normalized o
beam ~sample-out! spectrum~see Fig. 2!. The open-beam
and shadow bar spectra were normalized to the same num
of monitor counts. The size of the peak at channel num
'5200 is consistent with the transmission calculated thro
the shadow bar. This result shows that backgrounds
small.
8-2
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MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 044608
A clear understanding of the systematic uncertainties
volved is very important for measuring the neutron to
cross sections of very thin samples. For this reason we u
two independent detector systems. The detectors were di
guished by different thicknesses, bias settings, different ty
of discriminators, and considerably different count rates fo
given sample.

Detector 1 was a 8.938.9 cm, 1.27-cm-thick slab o
BC404. Detector 1 was located at 37.7060.01 m from the
neutron source as determined by the time difference of
gamma peak and carbon resonances with known ener
Detector 2 was of the same construction, the thickness of
scintillator being 5.08 cm instead. Detector 2 was located
39.6160.02 m. The bias on detectors 1 and 2 was set wit
constant fraction and leading edge discriminator, resp
tively.

Veto counters just in front of the neutron detectors w
used to reject charged particles produced by neutron r
tions on air in the flight path or other materials upstream
each detector. These counters were 0.16- and 0.64-cm-

FIG. 2. Open beam~i.e., sample-out! and shadow bar time-of
flight spectra after dead-time corrections for detectors 1 and
These show, from right to left, the gamma flash, the fast neu
spectrum modified at the lower energies by transmission resona
in carbon (CH2 filter!, the detector threshold, and the tim
independent background. Because of the threshold settings, th
two quantities are visible for detector 2 only. The open-beam
shadow bar spectra were normalized to the same number of mo
counts. The shadow bar time-of-flight spectra are shown avera
in ten-channel bins.
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plastic scintillator paddles, for detectors 1 and 2, resp
tively. The monitor counter consisted of a circular plas
scintillator, 5.08 cm diameter and 0.159 cm thick.

Good agreement~better than 1% in the calculated cro
sections! between results from detectors 1 and 2 gave co
dence in the approach. The overall performance of the
detectors was investigated by varying the thickness of a
ticular type of sample. Finally, as a check on the long-te
stability of the system several samples were remeasure
far apart as half a year, and again excellent agreement
obtained.

III. ELECTRONICS AND DATA ACQUISITION

We describe here the essential principles of the electr
ics. Figure 3 shows a simplified time line. Logic pulses~re-
ferred to asT0) associated with the proton beam burst a
rived at evenly spaced 1.8ms time intervals. These were use
to define a time frame 1.4 and 1.6ms long for detector 1 and
detector 2, respectively. For each time frame, a delayed c
of the T0 defining it was used as a stop signal on the tim
to-digital converter~TDC! clocks. We checked for a bus
condition at the beginning of a time frame. If the system w
not busy, then it was free to start the clock with a neutr
event. This arrangement allowed a clean separation of d
time corrections:~i! ‘‘analytic’’ dead time—a neutron even
within a frame prevents subsequent eventswithin that frame
from being analyzed—and~ii ! a correctionT0 /T0 l i ve for
busy frames.

The complete electronics setup is discussed in@7#. High
and low thresholds on neutron energy for detector 1 were
to give useful data above 2.7 and 8 MeV, respectively. T
detector 2 threshold was set to yield useful data aboveEn
510 MeV. No high bias was set for detector 2. The da
corresponding to the high bias for detector 1 were used o
for systematic error checks; cross section results were fo
to be in excellent agreement with those from detector 2
the final data analysis, detector 1 was used above a neu
energy where the statistical uncertainty was better than

2.
n
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d
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FIG. 3. Simplified timeline showing the logicT0’s associated
with the proton beam bursts that arrive at evenly spaced 1.8ms
time intervals, defining a time frame 1.4 and 1.6ms long~Looking
time! for detector 1 and detector 2, respectively. Starts associ
with valid neutron or gamma events arrive at a time determined
the mean time of pulses from the two phototubes viewing e
detector. For each time frame, a delayed copy of theT0 defining it
was used as a stop signal on the TDC clocks.
8-3
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TABLE I. Sample characteristics. Densities are known to better than 0.5% for all samples other th10B
~0.8%!, 11B ~1.6%!, 13C ~3.7%!, and Mn~1.1%!.

Sample Mass Length Diameter Density Mol. weight 1/nl Abund.
name ~g! ~cm! ~cm! (g/cm)3 ~g/mol! ~b/mol a! ~%!

6LiH 61.73 18.43 2.484 0.691 6.0594 0.938 6Li: 95.58
7Li: 4.42

LiF 83.70 19.99 2.258 1.046 25.939 2.061
7LiH 72.96 18.42 2.540 0.785 6.9950 0.930 6Li: 2.21

7Li: 97.9
10B 72.37 4.820 3.760 1.344 10.013 2.551 10B: 94.95

11B: 5.05
B 85.97 20.00 2.258 1.073 10.811 0.836
11B 32.02 1.999 3.810 1.446 11.010 6.509 10B: 2.85

11B: 97.15
C 17.80 2.005 2.550 1.744 12.011 5.723
C 41.50 4.535 2.550 1.799 12.011 2.445
C 65.33 7.211 2.548 1.782 12.011 1.552
C 79.50 9.012 2.542 1.746 12.011 1.273
13C 40.96 3.244 3.500 1.239 13.003 5.072 13C: 98.0
CF2 170.67 15.11 2.540 2.229 50.008 2.466
CF2 171.69 15.14 2.540 2.238 50.008 2.450
Mg 88.26 10.06 2.537 1.736 24.305 2.307
S 86.13 20.00 2.255 1.078 32.070 2.470
P 90.50 20.00 2.251 1.137 30.974 2.262
KF 122.57 20.00 2.258 1.530 58.097 3.152
CaF2

b 326.61 20.35 2.543 3.161 78.075 2.016
Ti 268.86 10.29 2.720 4.506 47.880 1.715
V 308.76 10.02 2.540 6.100 50.942 1.384
Cr 167.05 10.00 2.258 4.172 51.996 2.070
Mn 316.08 19.84 2.253 3.840 54.938 1.151
Fe 182.30 4.590 2.539 7.843 55.847 2.576
Ni 457.80 10.03 2.560 8.909 58.690 1.091
Co 162.88 3.625 2.548 8.812 58.933 3.064
Y 228.49 10.03 2.542 4.498 88.906 3.274
Mo 429.80 10.16 2.300 10.22 95.940 1.534
In 375.52 10.38 2.513 7.287 114.82 2.520
W 996.90 10.23 2.540 19.19 183.85 1.555
Au 972.80 10.10 2.525 19.26 196.97 1.681
Hg 786.75 10.16 2.690 13.63 200.59 2.406
Pb 572.90 10.22 2.510 11.34 207.20 2.969
Th 580.37 10.00 2.520 11.66 232.04 3.311
238U 826.30 10.02 2.520 18.96 238.05 2.080

aDenotes barns per atom or molecule depending on the sample.
bThis sample was measured in@1#; the neutron total cross section of natural Ca was extracted using
fluorine cross section from this measurement.
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typically 3–6 MeV ~'6 MeV in the case of the H samples!
depending on the sample. Detector 2 was used above
MeV.

Rapid sample cycling was employed to minimize the
fects of drifts in the beam spatial and energy profiles.
timing circuit enabled the data acquisition for a 20-s peri
after which the wheel on which the samples were moun
was rotated and another sample~or open beam position! in-
vestigated.
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IV. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

We dealt with several categories of samples: meta
samples, encapsulated natural powder samples, encapsu
isotopic powders, encapsulated isotopic solids, encapsul
liquids, pressed powders, solid hydrogen and fluorine co
pounds, and sintered samples. All samples were cylindri
A detailed description of the sample characteristics is p
sented in@7#. Tables I, II, and III summarize the characte
istics of the samples reported in this paper.
8-4
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TABLE II. Liquid hydrogen and fluorine compounds. A temperature monitoring system was set up d
the liquid carbon compound and water runs. The density variation with temperature was taken into a
in the cross section determination. The two octane samples listed are the same sample, but as a che
method for taking into account temperature variations, two sets of data were taken for this samp
different average temperatures. Air bubbles allowed for expansion of the liquids. We assumed the le
the aluminum cylinders containing the sample liquids remained constant independent of temperatu
thermal expansion coefficient of aluminum is 22.531026 cm/cm/°C, which resulted in aD l / l for our
temperature range covered~typically 10 °C) of 0.02%, and was therefore neglected.

Sample Mass Length Diameter T̄ Density Mol. weight 1/nl

name ~g! ~cm! ~cm! (°F) (g/cm3) ~g/mol! ~b/mol!

C8H18 343.75 62.04 3.205 61 0.705 114.23 4.334
C8H18 343.75 62.04 3.205 53 0.709 114.23 4.311
H2O 395.57 49.69 3.205 52 0.999 18.015 0.6024
D2O 438.22 49.65 3.205 52 1.106 20.028 0.6059
C8F18 207.88 14.99 3.200 51 1.775 438.05 27.34
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Uncertainties in the areal density of the samples are
several instances the main contributing factor to the syst
atic uncertainty in the determination of the final total neutr
cross sections. Areal density was therefore determined i
many as three ways: by physical measurements of mass
dimensions, by a bulk density measurement by water imm
sion coupled with a length measurement, and by gamma
attenuation.

In addition, a chemical analysis was performed on
liquid samples C8H18 and C8F18. These analyses showed
negligible level of impurities of other hydrocarbons or flu
rocarbons.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

Raw spectra were first processed by applying the
called analytic dead-time correction. This correction ari
from the fact that low-energy neutrons have a smaller pr
ability of being counted than high-energy neutrons beca
the first-arriving TDC start pulse within a given time fram
blocks the system from processing later events within t
time frame. Reference@8# gives a detailed description of thi
effect and the necessary corrections for it.

The remaining dead time of the TDC system is taken c
of by scaling the total number of logicT0’s, the number of
T0’s while the system was alive~called T0 l i ve), and the
number of times a conversion in progress was aborted b
veto-counter event~denotedv). The correction was accom
plished by multiplying the analytic-dead-time-corrected d
by the factorT0 /(T0 l i ve2v).

Using charged-particle veto counters results in system
changes in cross sections that are typically in the 0.5% ra
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compared to data without veto counters. However, it is n
essary to correct for accidental coincidences between
veto and main detectors in order to avoid a count-ra
dependent systematic error. This was done in all cases w
this effect is important.

The time-independent background was then subtrac
from the corrected spectra and time of flight converted
energy. For the time-to-energy transformation well-know
carbon resonances were used to determine the flight path
detector 1 and detector 2~see@7#!.

Finally, spectra were normalized to the monitor coun
and the total neutron cross section was calculated with
statistical uncertainties properly propagated. The cross
tion data were prepared in both a channel-by-channel re
sentation and also in 1%-wide energy bins.

VI. SUMMARY OF SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS

A. Beam effects

Throughout the experiment we monitored the neutr
time-of-flight spectrum for micropulse contamination, whic
manifests itself in the form of side lobes on either side of
main gamma peak separated by 5 ns. Whenever the
grated area of the two side peaks approached 1% of the m
peak, we demanded a beam tuning adjustment. Typically
were able to keep this contamination to about 0.6%. If
proton bunching were misadjusted and allowed a small c
tinuous stream of protons~‘‘dark current’’! across a time
frame in addition to the main pulse, then it would be impo
sible to assign neutron energies because of a lack of pre
timing information. This would not be a problem if thi
trickle were constant in time because then it would just sh
9
1

TABLE III. Solid hydrogen compounds.

Sample Mass Length Diameter Density Mol. weight 1/nl
name ~g! ~cm! ~cm! (g/cm3) ~g/mol! ~b/mol!

CH2-50 cm 371.63 50.00 3.185 0.936 14.027 0.49
CH2-A 185.48 24.96 3.185 0.936 14.027 1.00
8-5
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W. P. ABFALTERERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 044608
up in the neutron time-of-flight spectrum as a constant ba
ground, which is easily dealt with. A distortion of the tim
of-flight spectrum would be the consequence if the dark c
rent were not constant in time, introducing a time-depend
background, and thereby leading to erroneous total neu
cross sections. A third type of beam contamination, also
ferred to as ‘‘dark current,’’ has a period of 60 ns and
caused by a mistuning of the buncher. Very occasionally
contamination was observed, but this was at a very low le
Again, when this was observed, the operators were aske
retune the buncher. In our final cross section data there
no observable features corresponding to such 60-ns artif
As noted earlier, we checked the background as seen by
detectors by inserting a shadow bar into the flight path~see
Fig. 2!, and did not find any peculiar behavior.

Long-term fluctuations in the neutron beam intensity~of
the order of a ‘‘wheel’’ time, which is the time for the com
plete data taking for all of the samples mounted on
sample wheel! were taken care of by rapidly cycling samp
positions, in particular sample-in and sample-out. Beam fl
tuations on a time scale too short to be removed by
cycling of sample positions can in principle lead to errors
the resulting fluctuations in dead time are not properly ta
into account. If the size of the fluctuations is known, effe
of these fluctuations may be corrected by a method de
oped by Moore@8#, who showed that the analytic dead-tim
correction is altered when fluctuations are taken into acco
We have used this method to show that beam fluctuations
not a significant contributor to the uncertainties in the pres
experiment. Beam fluctuations are characterized bys/m,
wheres is the standard deviation of the beam intensity a
m the mean beam intensity. Values ofs/m in this experi-
ment were typically in the 4% range. This number was
rived at by a statistical analysis of the sum of the counts
each time-of-flight spectrum as a function of run numb
We also examined the logarithm of the proton beam curr
on the spallation target on a 1-min time scale, which did
show large fluctuations.

In Fig. 4 we illustrate the very small influence of sho
term beam fluctuations in a particularly important case,
measurement of the hydrogen cross section by comparing
transmission of CH2 and C samples. Figure 4~b! shows the
effect of carrying out the correction for beam fluctuatio
assuming an unrealistically high value of 20% fors/m, us-
ing the data collected with detector 1. The quantity shown
the percentage difference between the hydrogen cross
tions calculated with and without the beam-fluctuation c
rection. Figure 4~c! shows the same quantity using the da
from detector 2. For both detectors the magnitude of
correction is less than 0.8%. Since the actual value ofs/m is
very much smaller than the assumed 20%, we did not m
the additional corrections for beam fluctuations.

B. Dead time

Our approach to dealing with dead-time effects was tes
by substituting the neutron beam with gamma sources s
ciently intense to yield count rates comparable to those
countered during the actual experiment. Then we rec
04460
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structed the gamma spectrum, knowing the number of cou
going into the system. Since the gammas arrived at rand
we expected a flat distribution after reconstruction. We w
able to reproduce the number of counts sent into the sys
to within less than 1% over a wide range of count rates, w
the expected flat distribution.

This exercise led us to the discovery of an error in scal
the T0 l i ve counts, described further in@7#. This problem
affected only data taken with detector 1 in approximately
first half of the experiment and was subsequently correc
The effect on the data was small (,0.5%) except for very
thin samples~such as10B, 11B, 13C) at energies above 10
MeV where the attenuation is very low. In these cases
relied exclusively on measurements with detector 2, wh
was unaffected by the problem.

However, the data in Ref.@1# were affected by this prob
lem, since that experiment used virtually the same electr
ics setup as the present one, although the exact timing m

FIG. 4. Sensitivity of the hydrogen total neutron cross section
fluctuations in the beam intensity and in the accuracy of determ
ing live T0’s. The top graph shows the percent difference betwe
cross sections determined from detector 2 and detector 1 as act
calculated, which assumes correct values ofT0 l i ve and no fluctua-
tions in the beam intensity. The next two graphs show the effec
a 20% relative variance in the beam intensity for each of the
detectors; see discussion in Sec. VI A. The bottom graph shows
effect on the cross section from detector 1 if the number of liveT0’s
were misscaled by 0.4%. The quantity % Diff(a,b) is defined as
200(a2b)/(a1b).
8-6
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FIG. 5. Upper graph: the total neutron cro
section of natural Ca extracted from CaF~Ref.
@1#! using the present F cross section, in compa
son to an ENDF/B-VI evaluation@9# and a mea-
surement by Pereyet al. @10#. Lower graph: the
cross section ratio of natural Ca to40Ca in 10%
energy bins showing the effect in@1# of the
T0 l i ve scaling problem ~see text! above 100
MeV.
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have been slightly different. Figure 5 shows a comparison
the 40Ca data taken from Ref.@1# and natural Ca extracte
from CaF also measured in Ref.@1#, combined with F mea-
sured in this experiment. The ratio plot shows the cross s
tion ratio very close to unity below 100 MeV. The high
value ('2.5–3 %! above 100 MeV is attributed to theT0l i ve
scaling problem that affects data for thin targets, since
40Ca sample was the thinnest sample in Ref.@1#. The mag-
nitude and energy dependence of this effect is consis
with what we observed in the present experiment before
correctT0 l i ve scaling was applied.

We therefore view Fig. 5 as an indication of a systema
error in the40Ca measurement in Ref.@1#, since natural Ca is
97% 40Ca and the cross sections should be nearly identi
The error is largest at energies where the sample attenu
is small, which is why the error is largest in the 200–6
MeV region where the cross section is smallest. Only the
sample in Ref.@1# ~see Fig. 6! was thin enough to result in
similarly large systematic error, although all samples in@1#
should be somewhat affected.

C. Dependence of cross sections on sample thickness

Measuring cross sections with very thin targets requ
careful control of systematic errors associated with sam
04460
f
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in/sample-out count-rate normalizations, and also requ
highly stable beam conditions and electronics. An import
check on these errors can be made by comparing cross
tions with samples of the same composition but differe
length, and we made numerous checks of this type during
course of the experiment using carbon, Teflon, and s
samples.

Figure 7 shows the ratio of cross sections using detect
for the 2- and 9-cm carbon samples. The attenuations of
two samples at 300 MeV~near the cross section minimum!
are approximately 20% for the long carbon sample and 4.
for the short sample. The latter is comparable to the atte
ation of the thinnest sample of interest,11B, which has an
attenuation of about 4.5% at 300 MeV. The slight over
deviation of the ratio from unity~approximately 0.5%! is
within the uncertainty of the sample density determinatio
There is no evidence for an energy dependence of the r
beyond the level of about 0.5%.

We also measured the sample-length dependence of
hydrogen cross section measurement, using two diffe
lengths~50 and 25 cm! of high molecular weight CH2, to-
gether with appropriate lengths of carbon compensators.
note that the beam attenuation due to the hydrogen com
8-7
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nent in the shorter CH2 sample is similar to that from a
2-cm-thick carbon sample in the energy range above
MeV. Thus the consistent results shown in Fig. 7 for 2- a
9-cm carbon samples gives us confidence that we can ex
an accurate measurement of the H cross section from
measurements on CH2 and C8H18, in spite of the small at-
tenuation due to H. Results are shown for the H cross sec
extracted from the two CH2 samples, together with thos
from the C8H18 sample, in Fig. 8. No evidence of systema
differences among these measurements was evident and
have been combined as a weighted average in the fina
termination of the hydrogen cross section shown in the
ure.

D. Detector 1 vs detector 2 consistency

Comparing cross sections determined from the simu
neous measurements with the two detectors is a useful c
on systematic errors, since the two detectors have diffe
count rates, different types of discriminators, and differ
threshold settings. The comparison was excellent excep
runs that were disregarded because the error noted abo
Sec. VI B in scalingT0 l i ve for detector 1 led to excessivel
large (.0.5%) cross section errors. Differences between
sults with the two detectors beyond those attributable to
tistical fluctuations were less than 1%. Examples are sho
in Fig. 9 for carbon samples of four lengths ranging from
to 15 cm length and in Fig. 4~a! for the hydrogen cross
section measured from a CH2-C comparison.

E. Short-term reproducibility

The reproducibility of a given total neutron cross secti
was checked by determining the cross sections from sub
of runs of a given ‘‘wheel’’ and plotting the differences. Th
went as far as analyzing every run of a wheel individua
calculating the weighted average, and then comparing
results to the accumulated total neutron cross section.
was done in the case of the ‘‘C-long’’ sample (l 59.012 cm!
with no significant difference. During the running of seve
‘‘wheels’’ beam conditions deteriorated rapidly, or bea
production was very erratic for short time periods, forcing
to discard a number of runs. Also, during several occasi
we had to deal with failures in one or the other detec
electronics circuits. Throughout the experiment we k
track of the system performance and stability by monitor
raw scaler ratios and ratios of integral time-of-flight spec
counts to scaler counts.

F. Long-term reproducibility

Throughout the experiment carbon samples of sev
lengths were remeasured. Comparing the cross sections
given ‘‘wheel’’ to the ones from previous ‘‘wheels’’ serve
as a check on whether any aspect of the experiment
changed. Systematic differences were well below 1%
both detectors.

G. Veto accidentals

As noted earlier, the existence of accidental coinciden
between the veto paddles and main counters and the co
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quent distortion of the neutron time-of-flight spectrum w
understood and corrected for. In many cases the correctio
difficult above 560 MeV, and we therefore take 560 MeV
the upper limit for validity of the data except where not
otherwise. In some cases, insufficient data were availabl
make the correction and the upper limit is taken to be 5
MeV. This effect introduced an extra 1% systematic unc
tainty above 520 MeV. This correction was made usi
singles time-of-flight data for the veto and main counte
taken in special runs. The corrections are quite sm
~,0.5%! except at high energies~.520 MeV! where they
can be as large as 10%. The reason for the large correctio
the high-energy end of the spectrum is that in this case
intense gamma peak in the main counter falls within
coincidence resolving time between the counters. An
ample of the correction is shown in Fig. 10 for a run tak
with a 9-cm-long carbon sample. Below we show eviden
that the cross sections measured in the 1990 runs were s
larly distorted by accidental coincidences at high energie

H. Sample densities

Uncertainties in the areal density of the samples are
several instances the main contributing factor to the syst
atic uncertainty in the determination of the final total neutr
cross sections. As indicated earlier, areal density was de
mined in as many as three ways: by physical measurem
of mass and dimensions, by a bulk density measuremen
water immersion coupled with a length measurement, and
gamma-ray attenuation. From the consistency of the m
surements with the various techniques and comparison
tabulated densities for solid samples, we estimate that un
tainties in the densities of nearly all of the samples used
this experiment are 0.5% or less. Exceptions are13C ~3.7%!,
11B ~1.6%!, and Mn~1%!.

I. Comparison with 1990 runs

We believe the systematic uncertainties in this measu
ment, apart from those due to areal density determination
be approximately 1%. Because of a considerable effor
understand and minimize systematic uncertainties in
present measurements, new light has been shed on the re
presented in Ref.@1#. Figure 11 shows a comparison betwe
the cross section results of the current measurements an
results in Ref.@1# in the energy region of largest transmi
sion. Adjacent elements are generally in good agreem
~better than 1.5%!. Notable exceptions are nitrogen, alum
num, 90Zr, and 208Pb. Part of the deviation may have a phy
ics reason. Figure 11 also suggests that the data from
current experiment may be systematically higher by roug
1.5% than the 1990 experiment. A systematic shift is
indicated in similar plots of the the data from the two expe
ments below 100 MeV. The possibility of such a shift in th
region of low transmission and its absence at lower ener
is consistent with the effect associated withT0 l i ve scaling
discussed below.

In addition to possible uncertainties in areal density de
mination, the remaining differences in the two sets measu
ments can be attributed to two factors.
8-8
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MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 044608
Veto correction. Figure 12 shows the neutron total cro
sections above 250 MeV of the Sn and Bi cross secti
measured in Ref.@1#, compared with nearby samples~In and
Pb! measured in the present work. Above approximately 5
MeV one can see an anomaly in the earlier cross sect
which we ascribe to the same veto accidental coincide
problem discussed in Sec. VI G. The anomaly resembles
in the uncorrected~dotted! curve shown in Fig. 10, althoug
the effect is smaller in the 1990 runs because the gam
peak was more strongly attenuated in that experiment.
cordingly, we recommend that data above 530 MeV taken
the earlier experiment be disregarded.

T0 l i ve scaling. As described in@7# and Sec. VI B, a slight
misscaling of the number ofT0 l i ve’s was discovered and
corrected during the experiment described here. This e

FIG. 6. Ratio of the neutron total cross sections as evaluate
this measurement from the transmission through a 9.012-cm-
(nl50.786 atom/b! C sample to the measurement in Ref.@1#. The C
sample in Ref.@1# was 9.261 cm long (nl51.0448 atom/b!. Above
100 MeV one can clearly see the effect of miscounting the num
of T0 l i ve in the 1990 measurement.

FIG. 7. The detector 2 cross section ratio for the 2- and 9-
carbon samples. The results were binned in 8% bins in orde
achieve adequate statistical accuracy. This figure shows no sys
atic differences between the two cross section determinations
yond an amount attributable to sample density determination.
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was present in the 1990 runs. The consequence of this p
lem is a downshift of the calculated cross section in a man
that is energy dependent because of the way the numbe
T0 l i ve’s enters the analytic dead-time correction and beca
the effect is highly dependent on sample transmission.
effect is only important above approximately 100 MeV
can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6. We therefore recomme
systematic uncertainty of 3% for the40Ca measurement, 2%
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FIG. 8. Results are shown for the H cross section extracted f
the two CH2 samples combined with those from the C8H18 sample.

FIG. 9. Detector 1 and detector 2 differences for carbon sam
of several lengths. The percent difference~% Diff ! is calculated as
follows: % Diff5200(sDet22sDet1)/(sDet21sDet1).
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for the C measurement, and 1.5% for the remaining cr
sections above 100 MeV in Ref.@1#.

VII. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR H AND D

The hydrogen total cross section was determined by m
suring the transmission of liquid~octane, C8H18) and solid
~polyethylene, CH2) samples relative to the transmission
carbon~graphite! samples. The octane sample was appro
mately 62 cm long, and the two polyethylene samples w
approximately 50 and 25 cm long. The lengths of the carb
compensating samples were chosen so that the areal de
of carbon nuclei was very nearly the same as for the co
sponding hydrogenous samples. The deuterium-hydro
cross section difference~D-H! was determined by measurin
the relative transmission of light and heavy water sample
closely matched lengths, approximately 50 cm. All liqu

FIG. 10. Cross sections from one of the runs on the 9-cm-l
carbon sample before and after applying the correction for accid
tal coincidences in the veto counter. Results are shown for dete
1; those for detector 2 are similar.

FIG. 11. Comparison between the cross section results~scaled
by A2/3) of this measurement and the results in Ref.@1# as a func-
tion of A in the energy region of largest transmission. The d
shown are the cross sections averaged over the 250–300 MeV
ergy range.
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ofsamples were contained in aluminum cylinders of 3.175
inside diameter, which was significantly larger than the s
of the collimated neutron beam and also sufficient for inc
sion of an air bubble to allow for expansion and contract
of the liquids. The aluminum endcaps were carefully me
sured to ensure uniformity, and for the hydrogen measu
ments using the octane sample a pair of endcaps was af
to the carbon compensating sample. Tables II and III su
marize the main characteristics of the liquid and solid hyd
gen and deuterium compounds used in this experiment.

For the H and D-H measurements, two samples w
mounted on the sample wheel. For the H measureme
these were one of the hydrocarbon samples~octane or poly-
ethylene! and the corresponding carbon compensator. For
D-H measurements, they were the light and heavy wa
samples. In running the experiment the sample wheel a
nated between these two positions. Because these mea
ments did not require an open-beam measurement, c
rates were lower than in the remainder of the measurem
described in this paper. Therefore, the polyethylene be
attenuator upstream of the samples was removed for a
the H and D-H cross section measurements, with the exc
tion of that for the 25-cm-long polyethylene sample.

Both liquid and solid compounds were used for the

g
n-
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a
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FIG. 12. Total cross sections for Bi and Sn from the 1990 ru
@1# compared with the neighboring samples Pb and In from
current experiment. The 1990 results were normalized to the co
sponding 1996 cross sections in the 250–300 MeV range to fa
tate comparison of the shapes of the cross sections at higher
gies. The cross sections in the 1990 runs are too low ab
approximately 530 MeV because of neglect of accidental coin
dences between the veto and main detectors.
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MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 044608
measurements because of concerns that the C and H co
trations might vary from the 1:2 stoichiometric ratio in pol
ethylene. This problem is minimized for high-molecula
weight polyethylene, and accordingly we acquired a 50
length of high-molecular-weight polyethylene from Poly H
Solidur with a nominal purity of better than 99.9%. As
check of the uniformity of the sample we cut the 50-c
polyethylene sample in half and repeated the measurem
with shorter sample and corresponding carbon compens
this is the 25-cm sample referred to above. The density of
octane sample varied significantly with temperature, wh
was monitored and taken into account in the analysis. A
check of the consistency of this procedure the data w
divided into two temperature regions; the cross sections
tracted from the two data sets showed no apparent dif
ences. Small corrections using known C total neutron cr
sections from Ref.@1# were necessary because of a slig
mismatch of areal densities in the samples whose trans
sion was being compared, but this correction incurred ne
gible systematic error (,0.1%).

There was no evidence for errors beyond statistical un
tainties in the hydrogen total cross sections extracted f
the octane sample and the two lengths of polyethyl
sample. It should also be noted that each sample requir
different length of carbon compensator, and the excel
agreement among the results suggests that there were n
culiarities in the internal structure of the graphite compen
tors, such as voids, that might upset the compensation.

We are confident that we have measured the small dif
ences in attenuation between the hydrogenous samples
their carbon compensators accurately. The attenuation
300 MeV due to the hydrogen within the octane and lo
polyethylene samples is approximately twice that of
2-cm-long C-short sample, and according to Fig. 7 in Sec
we were able to measure the carbon cross section for
short sample well within systematic uncertainties at or be
the 1% level. This conclusion is also supported by the c
sistency of the results obtained with the full- and half-leng
polyethylene samples.

For the D-H cross section difference measurement it w
particularly important to characterize the sample compo
tion and areal density very accurately, since an error of 0
in the relative areal densities of the light and heavy wa
samples propagates into an error of the order of 1% in
final result over a portion of the energy range. Careful m
surement of the lengths of the sample tubes ensured tha
sample lengths were known to approximately 0.03%. D
ionized water with naturally occurring abundances of hyd
gen isotopes was used for the light water sample. The he
water sample was commercially available D2O with enrich-
ment greater than 99.9%. Just before filling the cans,
water samples were pumped to remove dissolved gases
results were corrected for density variations with tempe
ture. The total cross section of oxygen measured in@1# was
used to make a correction for the difference in the ar
densities of the oxygen nuclei between the two samples;
correction was small enough to yield a negligible system
error in the D-H cross section result@11#.
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VIII. RESULTS

Figures 13–15 depict a sampling across the periodic ta
of the total neutron cross sections measured in this exp
ment compared to previous measurements. The compar
data sets are by no means complete: only a few are sho
Besides being representative, samples were chosen acco
to the availability of previous data sets covering a wide e
ergy range. There is generally excellent agreement betw
the data sets.

Compound resonances arising from the interference
many nearby states can be seen in the cross sections o
lighter elements such as Mg, S, and P, whose analysis all
the extraction of level density information. The large-sca
structure seen in the cross sections of the medium
heavier elements is the result of potential scattering, wh
gives rise to interferences between the incident wave fu
tion and the wave transmitted through the nuclear poten
This broad structure is reproduced by a simple parametr
tion of the data based on a Ramsauer-effect model@2,3#. The
results for the total cross section difference deuteriu
hydrogen~D-H! have been used to test the Faddeev desc
tion of the n1D total cross section between 10 and 3
MeV @5#.

The data will be made available from the Nation
Nuclear Data Center at the Brookhaven National Laborat
in 1% energy bins. However, the energy resolution is sign
cantly better than this at low energies, and data without s
binning will be supplied on request by the authors.

IX. OPTICAL-MODEL INTERPRETATION

We have tested two types of microscopic folding-mod
optical-model calculations. The energy range encompas
by these models is roughly 10–600 MeV and the mass ra
extends from the lithium isotopes through uranium. Micr
scopic formulations of the optical model have very few fr
parameters and are intended as a complement to the d
opment of a phenomenological global optical model up to

FIG. 13. Results for 31 of the 37 samples measured. Not sh
are the results for the separated isotopes54,56Fe and182,183,184,186W.
8-11
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FIG. 14. Upper left: the total neutron cros
section of 6Li compared to measurements b
Foster and Glasgow@12#, Lamazeet al. @13#, and
Harvey and Hill@14#. Upper right: the total neu-
tron cross section of7Li compared to measure
ments by Foster and Glasgow@12#, Lamazeet al.
@13#, and Harvey and Hill@15#. Lower left: the
total neutron cross section of B compared to me
surements by Foster and Glasgow@12# and Fos-
sanet al. @16#. Also shown is a comparison to th
composite cross section of10B and 11B, com-
bined according to their natural abundance
Lower right: the total neutron cross section
natural C compared to measurements
Lisowski et al. @17# and Franzet al. @18#. The
present data, indicated as NTOT96–97, a
shown in 1%-wide energy bins. Statistical unce
tainties in the present data are shown below ea
cross section graph in percent; these also refe
data in 1%-wide energy bins. The sharp edges
the uncertainties in the 10–20 MeV region resu
from the way detector 1 and detector 2 data s
are combined.
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GeV being undertaken by Madland and Sierk@24#. The re-
sults reported here will be used in improving the quality
the nuclear cross sections in theMCNPX code system and
associated data libraries.

The results of the neutron total cross section meas
ments described above, when taken together with the 1
measurements@1#, provide an extensive database for the te
ing and refinement of optical models. The earlier measu
ments have already proved useful for such tests, and a s
by Finlay and Feldman@25# using those data has shown th
few existing formulations of the optical potential, either re
tivistic or nonrelativistic, have sufficient predictive capabili
to describe total cross sections adequately. The recent s
measurements has significantly extended the total cross
tion data base for light nuclei, which are very difficult to
using standard multiparameter regional optical models w
Woods-Saxon form factors.

In this paper we show calculations using two variants
the microscopic folding model for the optical potentia
These are the Jeukenne-Lejeune-Mahaux~JLM! potential
@26–28#, based on many-body calculations of the optical p
tential in infinite nuclear matter, and the empirical effecti
interaction ~EEI! approach of Kelly and Wallace and co
laborators~@29# and references therein!. In applying both of
these approaches, an energy- and density-dependent effe
04460
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h
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tive

nucleon-nucleon interaction is convoluted with the nucle
density to yield the optical potential. This procedure min
mizes the number of free parameters, and is particularly
vantageous for light nuclei, since the rapid variation
nuclear shapes from nucleus to nucleus in this mass regio
largely taken into account by the use of realistic densiti
Moreover, the Finlay-Feldman study@25# indicated that
these two approaches show promise in addressing neu
total cross section data over a large fraction of the ene
range being investigated.

It is hoped that an optical model that reproduces to
cross sections well will then predict reliable values for rea
tion cross sections. Experimental data on neutron reac
cross sections are sparse and insufficiently accurate to
this possibility. However, the database for proton react
cross sections is much more extensive, and an optical m
that reproduces neutron total cross sections should repro
these data if the isovector terms are well characterized.
cordingly, we have calculated proton reaction cross secti
using the EEI-based optical model and compared it with a
of measurements@30# available in the energy range whe
the EEI is applicable~135–650 MeV!. It will be seen below
that this comparison is successful, which suggests that
EEI-based model may also be useful for the prediction
neutron reaction cross sections.
8-12
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FIG. 15. Upper left: the total neutron cros
section of natural vanadium compared to me
surements by Foster and Glasgow@12# and Franz
et al. @18#. Upper right: the total neutron cros
section of nickel compared to measurements
Foster et al. @12#, Nereson and Darden@19#,
Schwartz et al. @20#, and Schimmerlinget al.
@21#. Lower left: the total neutron cross section o
natural lead compared to measurements by Fr
et al. @18#, Larsonet al. @22#, and Schimmerling
et al. @21#. Lower right: the total neutron cros
section of 238U compared to measurements b
Foster and Glasgow@12#, Franzet al. @18#, and
Lisowski @23#. The present data, indicated a
NTOT96–97, are shown in 1%-wide energy bin
Statistical uncertainties in the present data a
shown below each cross section graph in perce
these also refer to data in 1%-wide energy bin
The discontinuities in the uncertainties resu
from the way detector 1 and detector 2 data s
are combined. Only detector 1 data were ava
able for the Pb measurement.
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A. Densities

The folding-model calculations reported here require b
proton and neutron densities. Charge densities were ta
from electron-scattering results, as indicated in Table IV.
the most part these were chosen from the compilation o
Vries et al. @31#. Point-proton densities were then obtain
by removing the finite size of the proton charge distributi

TABLE IV. Charge densities used in the folding model calc
lations, taken from the compilation of Ref.@31# except where indi-
cated. Notation is described in Ref.@31#.

Nucleus Source Nucleus Source Nucleus Source

6Li MHO 16O 3pF 72Ge 2pF
7Li HO 19F First 2pF 89Y 3pG
9Be First HO 24Mg First 3pF 115In 2pF
10B HO 27Al First 2pF 118Sn 3pG
11B HO 40Ca a 184W 2pF
12C b 56Fe 3pG 208Pb c

13C MHO 59Co Second 2pF 238U Second 2pF
14N 3pF 63Cu 3pG

aModified 3pF from Ref.@37#.
bSum of Gaussians from Ref.@38#.
cSum of Gaussians from Ref.@33#.
04460
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by deconvolution. These isotopic densities were used
comparison with experimental total and reaction cross s
tion results on both monoisotopic samples and natu
samples containing several isotopes. Calculations using
nomenological optical potentials indicate that the errors
curred by using a single isotopic density for polyisotop
samples are significantly smaller than the typical deviat
between calculation and experiment. An exception is the
culation of the proton reaction cross section on natural B,
which we used an appropriately weighted combination
10B and 11B. For 63Cu and lighter nuclei, the point-neutro
distribution was obtained by simple scaling byN/Z. For nu-
clei heavier than63Cu, allowance was made for a slight in
crease of the neutron rms radius relative to that for proton
suggested by Hartree-Fock and other types of calculat
@32#. Except for 208Pb, this was accomplished by a simp
radial scalingrn(r )5a3(N/Z)rp(r /a). The parametera, the
ratio of neutron to proton rms radii, was taken as 1.02. F
208Pb, the proton density was taken from a mod
independent analysis of electron scattering@33#, while the
neutron density was inferred from a proton scattering exp
ment @34#; the ratio of neutron to proton rms radii is 1.02
These densities have been used to show that a consi
folding-model treatment of elastic neutron and proton sc
tering on 208Pb requires an extended neutron distributi
@35#.
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As an alternative, densities for both protons and neutr
may be obtained from an entirely theoretical treatment, s
as the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations employed
the study of the JLM folding model in Ref.@36#. Since cal-
culations of this type are not available for most of the nuc
investigated in the present work, we rely on the reasona
but cruder estimates of neutron densities described abov

Although some of the nuclei in the present study a
known to be statically deformed, particularly238U and many
of the light nuclei, we have employed a spherical opti
model. Effects of deformation are partly accounted for by
use of densities determined from electron scattering, s
these densities represent the monopole component of
complete deformed charge distributions. The results obta
below do not indicate a clear need for a more detailed tr
ment of deformation for total and reaction cross sections
the 5–600 MeV energy range.

B. JLM potential

The JLM potential has been rather successful in reprod
ing a wide variety of nucleon scattering observables. Ho
ever, there are small but significant differences in details
its application by various authors. A systematic study of t
potential up to approximately 65 MeV using a common
of assumptions was carried out by a Livermore/Oh
University/Florida State University collaboration, referred
henceforth as LOF. Some of the results of this work, toget
with details of the implementation, may be found in Re
@39–43#. In particular, the model successfully reproduc
nucleon scattering from light nuclei in the range 12<A
<27 @40#. More recently, a thorough study of the JLM a
proach extended up to 200 MeV forA>40 has been reporte
@36# by a group at Bruye`res-le-Chaˆtel; this study will be
referred to as B3.

The optical potential may be written in the form

Uopt5Ucen1 l"sUso , ~9.1!

whereUcen and Uso are complex functions with signs de
fined so that the real part ofUcen is negative for an attractive
potential. In comparing calculations with experimental da
both the LOF and B3 studies optimized the agreement
adjusting normalizing parameterslv and lw in the expres-
sion for the central potential,

Ucen5lvVcen1lwWcen, ~9.2!

in which Vcen andWcen are the real and imaginary parts
the potential calculated from the JLM model. Both LOF a
B3 studies yield values oflv in the range approximately
0.95–1.0. Forlw , values in the range 0.8–0.9 were typic
in the LOF study, whereas in the B3 study the values
approximately 1.2 from 10 to 100 MeV, with a pronounc
rise at higher energies. The difference between the two s
ies is a consequence of the prescription for applying the lo
density approximation in the JLM model; LOF evaluated t
density at a point midway between target and projec
nucleons, whereas B3 used the target-nucleon position
the present work we adopt the LOF prescription, since
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yields a surface peak in the imaginary potential at low en
gies that is in reasonable agreement with phenomenolog
potentials. In contrast, the target-nucleon prescription yie
an imaginary potential with a shape that differs significan
from the phenomenological one, as shown in@39#. To make
a clear test of the JLM model we have chosen to keep bot
the normalization parameters constant across the en
range 5–160 MeV; the upper limit in the present calculatio
corresponds to the upper end of the range of applicability
stated by JLM@26–28#. We have used the original param
etrization of the JLM potential in@26–28# and have not em-
ployed the reparametrization for low energies proposed
@44#. An additional small difference between the impleme
tations in the LOF and B3 studies is the size parametert in a
Gaussian smearing function that represents the range o
effective nucleon-nucleon force~see, e.g.,@39#!. This param-
eter was taken ast51.0 fm in the LOF study, whereas
somewhat larger value~1.2–1.3 fm! was found more appro
priate for a global fit forA>40 in the B3 work. The sensi
tivity of the results to this parameter will be discussed furth
below ~see, in particular, Fig. 18!.

It is well known that scattering in the medium-energ
range requires a complex spin orbit interaction. Following
successful use in the B3 study, we supplement the JLM c
tral potential with a simple zero-range form for the spin-or
potential as proposed by Scheerbaum@45#,

Uso5
\2

2m2c2
~lvso1 ilwso!

1

r

d

dr F31t

6
rp1

32t

6
rnG ,

~9.3!

where t is 11 for incident neutrons and21 for protons.
The quantitiesrp andrn are the point-nucleon densities fo
protons and neutrons, respectively. We employ the val
determined in the B3 study@36# for the real and imaginary
strength parameterslvso andlwso,

lvso5130e20.013E140 MeV fm3, ~9.4!

lwso520.2~E220! MeV fm3, ~9.5!

whereE is the laboratory incident energy in MeV.
Results of the JLM calculations are compared with t

total cross section data in Figs. 16–18. Figure 16 shows
sults for nuclei in the range6Li– 59Co using parameterslv
51.0, lw50.8, and a range parameter 1.0 fm, which a
consistent with the light nucleus study of Ref.@40#. The
heavy nuclei are better reproduced with somewhat differ
parameterslv50.95,lw50.8, and range parameter 1.2 fm
as shown in Fig. 17 for a selection of nuclei in the ran
59Co–238U.

The effects of alteringlv and the range parametert are
indicated for59Co in Fig. 18. This figure shows that increa
ing the range parameter from 1.0 to 1.2 fm results in
increase in the total cross section without a signific
change in its energy dependence. On the other hand, inc
ing lv from 0.95 to 1.0 moves the maxima and minima
the cross section to higher energies with very little change
magnitude. The behavior of the cross sections in Fig.
8-14
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suggests that an even smaller value oflv than 0.95 may be
appropriate for the largest masses.

We conclude that the JLM model as implemented h
provides a reasonable description of total neutron cross
tions for energies up to about 80 MeV. This is particula
true for the light nuclei~Fig. 16!, whose cross sections ap
pear to be well reproduced above the region where struc
is prominent. Above 80 MeV the cross sections drop
rapidly in comparison with the data unless the magnitude
the imaginary potential is significantly increased above
values given by JLM, as was done in the B3 study@36#.
Analysis of total cross section data across the broad m
range included in the present analysis suggests a sligh
significant A dependence of the parameters used to imp
ment the JLM potential, particularly the real central poten
normalizationlv and the range parametert.

The overall agreement with the data is less satisfactory
the heavy nuclei~Fig. 17! than for the light nuclei~Fig. 16!.
This was noticed by Finlay and Feldman@25# who ascribed
the deficiency to an inadequacy in the isovector part of
JLM potential. An additional possibility is a deficiency in th
density dependence of the potential, since the surface
volume ratio is much greater for the light than for the hea
nuclei.

FIG. 16. The dashed lines show calculations of neutron t
cross sections using the JLM potential for the indicated isotop
with lv51.0, lw50.8, and range parameter 1.0 fm~see text!. The
data are from a combination of the 1996 and 1990 LANSCE/W
runs @7,1# and employed natural samples except for the separ
isotopes6,7Li, 10,11B, and13C. The scaling exponentN ~see ordinate
label! is 0 for 6Li and increases by 1 for each higher nucleus.
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C. Empirical effective interaction

In this section we describe calculations of both neutr
total and proton reaction cross sections that have been
ried out using a folding model based on the impulse appro
mation with empirically determined density-dependent c
rections. The starting point in this treatment is the fr
nucleon-nucleon interaction ort matrix of Franey and Love
@46#. It is well established that medium corrections to t
free nucleon-nucleon interaction must be applied in the
ergy range of interest here. One approach is to determine
required density-dependent modifications to the free inte
tion by fitting suitable functional forms for the density d
pendence to a wide body of scattering data, and such a
gram has been carried out by Kelly and Wallace a
collaborators~see@29# and references therein!.

The components of the interaction that Kelly and Walla
chose to modify were the real and imaginary parts of
central isoscalar spin-independent interaction (Ret00

C ,
Im t00

C ) and the real isoscalar spin orbit interaction (Ret80
LS).

The density dependence is expressed via the dimension
scaled local Fermi momentumkF , where kF5kF /(1.33
fm21). As indicated in@29#, the modified interaction compo
nents in momentum space are

Ret00
C ~q,kF!5S1 Ret00

C( f )~q!1b1kF
3y~q/m1!, ~9.6!

l
s,

ed

FIG. 17. The dashed lines show calculations of neutron to
cross sections using the JLM potential, withlv50.95,lw50.8, and
range parameter 1.2 fm~see text!. The data on natural samples a
from the 1996 LANSCE/WNR run@7#; the calculations were mad
for the indicated isotopes. The scaling exponentN ~see ordinate
label! is 0 for 59Co and increases by 1 for each higher nucleus.
8-15
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Im t00
C ~q,kF!5@S22d2kF

2 #Im t00
C( f )~q!, ~9.7!

Ret80
LS~q,kF!5S3 Ret80

LS( f )~q!1b3kF
3y2~q/m3!,

~9.8!

whereq is the momentum transfer,y is a form factor defined
as y(x)5(11x2)21, and the quantities describing the de
sity dependence are the strength parametersS1 , b1 , S2 , d2 ,
S3 , b3, and the rangesm1 , m3. The superscript~f ! on the
right-hand side of these expressions indicates the
nucleon-nucleon interaction, which is the Franey-Lovet ma-
trix in the work described here.

The results of fitting the strength parameters~along with
reasonable choices for the range parameters! to a wide vari-
ety of elastic and inelastic proton-scattering measuremen
T50 light nuclei are shown in Table II of Ref.@29#. The
work was carried out at six discrete energies: 135, 180, 2
318, 500, and 650 MeV. Even though developed for isos
lar light nuclei, this interaction leads to a reasonable rep
duction of the total neutron cross sections for both light a
heavy nuclei at the energies for which the interaction
available, as shown by Finlay and Feldman@25#.

In Fig. 19 we show similar calculations for light, medium
weight, and heavy nuclei~natural C, Co, and Pb! as deter-
mined in the measurements described in this paper. The
tical potentials used to perform these calculations w
generated by a modified version of theALLWRLD computer
code@47# ~see also@48#! that allows for the parametrizatio
of the effective interaction as shown above. The Fran
Love t matrix was linearly interpolated between its tabulat
energies. The densities employed were those indicate

FIG. 18. Calculations using the JLM potential for the total ne
tron cross section of59Co, showing the effects of varying the rea
potential-strength parameterlv and the range parametert; see text.
Data are from the 1996 LANSCE/WNR run@7#.
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Table IV. The calculations were carried out using the ze
range exchange approximation~ZREA!, the Slater exchange
approximation~SEA! for the mixed densities, and with th
use of the self-consistent wave number~SCWN!. The optical
potential was used in a standard optical model code w
relativistic kinematics@49# to calculate observables. It shou
be noted that the average agreement between calculation
experiment is quite good. Although not shown here~but see
@25#!, calculations with the unmodified Franey-Love intera
tion significantly overpredict the data in the energy ran
below 500 MeV; in the energy region near 200 MeV th
overprediction is in the neighborhood of 20%. The mediu
modifications introduced by Kelly and Wallace are thus se
to be crucial in obtaining the correct behavior of the cro
sections. Good agreement is obtained for heavy as we
light nuclei, even though density-dependent modificatio
were introduced only in the isoscalar part of the interacti
This implies that the unmodified isovector components in
Franey-Lovet matrix are adequate for the description of to
neutron cross sections and, as will be seen below, for pro
reaction cross sections as well. These conclusions ar
good agreement with the results of Kelly@50#, who studied
transparency in (e,e8p) reactions in the context of optical
model and Glauber calculations. In that work Kelly show
that the EEI~and a related relativistic interaction known a
IA2! gave a considerably better description of nuclear tra
parency for intermediate-energy nucleons than could be
tained for several other phenomenological optical potent
from the literature.

-

FIG. 19. Neutron total cross sections calculated for12C, 59Co,
and 208Pb using the EEI parametrized at six energies as indicate
@29#. Experimental data~on natural samples! are from the 1996–
1997 LANSCE/WNR measurements@7#.
8-16
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Since the EEI parameters were determined independe
at the six chosen energies, it is not surprising that there
certain amount of scatter in the results shown in Fig. 19
an extension of the work of Kelly@50#, we have developed a
smooth interpolation of the EEI parameters that yields r
sonable values for the total cross sections throughout
energy region 135–650 MeV spanned by the original
energies. This was accomplished by fitting each of the f
strength parameters by a parabolic function. The adjustm
were made ‘‘by eye’’ so as to achieve a satisfactory rep

TABLE V. Parameters of the empirical effective interactio
~EEI! represented as a quadratic function of incident nucleon
ergy E as discussed in the text. Each of the parameters in the
column is expressed asY5c01c1x1c2x2, where x5(E2375
MeV!/~375 MeV!. As in @29#, the range parameters arem151.5
fm21 for E<200 MeV, m152.0 fm21 for E.200 MeV, andm3

56.0 fm21 for all energies. This parametrization is to be used w
the Franey-Lovet matrix @46# as the free interaction.

c0 c1 c2

S1 1.07 0.2591 -0.1116
b1 135.0 92.05 -51.14
S2 0.98 0.075 -0.2510
d2 -0.1 -0.4705 0.4184
S3 0.8205 -0.0543 -0.1493
b3 5.86 0 0
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duction of the total cross sections while minimizing dev
tions of the fitted functions from the original parameter se
The result of this fitting procedure, shown in Table V and
Fig. 20, provides a smooth prescription for EEI calculatio
in the 135–650 MeV range when combined with the linea
interpolated Franey-Lovet matrix. Attempts to extrapolate
the interaction below 135 MeV were not successful. In p
ticular, we were unable to find a set of parameters that fit
total cross sections down to 100 MeV, was independen
mass number, and smoothly joined on to the parametriza
in the 135–650 MeV region. As a check on the validity
the smoothing procedure, calculations were made of sev
elastic-scattering angular distributions using both the origi
EEI parameters and those resulting from the smoothed
rameters; agreement was satisfactory. It should be noted
we have not carried out a detailed test of the interpola
interaction against the full set of elastic, inelastic, a
analyzing-power data that were used in the developmen
the original EEI. Such a test would be a useful subject
future work.

Comparison of the neutron total cross sections calcula
using the interpolated EEI with results for 18 samples m
sured in the 1990 and 1996–1997 LANSCE/WNR measu
ments is shown in Fig. 21. In most cases the calculations
within a few percent of the experimental data.

The smoothed EEI developed for the neutron total cr
sections also yields excellent agreement with proton reac
cross section data without further adjustments. This is sho

n-
st
a-
i-
FIG. 20. Comparison of the smoothed EEI p
rametrization as shown in Table V with the orig
nal parameters determined at six energies@29#.
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in Fig. 22, in which the calculations are compared with t
measurements of Renberget al. @30#.

D. Conclusions

The extensive body of data from the 1990 and 1996–1
neutron total cross section measurements has enabled th
finement of an empirical effective interaction based on
work of Kelly and Wallace@29# that varies smoothly with
energy over the range 135–650 MeV and appears to
highly useful as a predictive tool. Although developed fro
proton angular distributions onT50 light nuclei, the inter-
action provides very good reproduction of both neutron to
and proton reaction cross section data over the whole p
odic table without adjustments other than the smoothing p
cedure described above.

At lower energies, the JLM optical potential provides
useful prescription for calculating total cross sections, ty
cally within a few percent in the range 5–80 MeV; abo
this energy a significant upward normalization of the ima
nary potential is necessary, as indicated in Ref.@36#. The
wide mass range covered by the present total cross se
data indicates the need for an increase in the paramete
scribing the range of the effective interaction with increas

FIG. 21. The dashed lines show neutron total cross sect
calculated using the smoothed EEI indicated in Table V. Exp
mental data are from the 1996–1997 LANSCE/WNR measu
ments@7#, except for Be, N, O from the 1990 measurements@1#. For
natural samples the calculations were made using the isotopes
cated in Table IV. The scaling exponentN ~see ordinate label! is 0
for the lowest nucleus on each half of the figure (6Li and F! and
increases by 1 for each higher nucleus.
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mass and also a slight decrease in the normalizing param
for the real potential.

The work presented in this paper suggests that the
microscopic folding models employed are sufficiently acc
rate to provide useful data on total and reaction cross s
tions for inclusion in codes for spallation-physics applic
tions such asMCNPX in cases where reliable experiment
data are lacking. The present implementation of the J
model can provide data up to about 80 MeV with reasona
accuracy~a few percent!. The empirical effective interaction
as refined in the present work appears to be very succe
in reproducing both total and reaction cross sections wel
the range of its validity, 135 to 650 MeV.
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